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Technology is a great tool to help improve the productivity
of employees. Technology helps alleviate employees of
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menial, repetitive, and data entry tasks. The productivity
gains from technology have been increasing every year
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for the last twenty or so years. We have seen an evolution
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from replacing people having to file folders, looking up
pricing in price books, and even data entry tasks. Today
we are seeing even more improvements with AI and
computer learning replacing basic customer service
interactions and predicting inventory needs.

Tips & Tricks - Use your
Phone as a Level -4

Technology also helps improve everyday employee workflow. As a Managed
Services Provider we work with companies everyday on optimizing their
productivity and here are the 4 solutions that provide some of the largest
productivity gains.
1. Multiple Monitors – To the users that have never used multiple screens,
they often view it as excessive but users that have experienced the benefits
can’t live without them. Multiple monitors maximize productivity by allowing
users to view different applications at the same time in full screen such as
using Outlook while looking at an order or copying data from one system to
another.
2. Appointment Setting – Microsoft Bookings, AppointmentCore, Calendy, and
others provide easy ways for users to allow their customers, vendors, and
colleagues setup meetings without the productivity killer of the back-and-forth
emails trying to select days and times. This solution is great for CPA firms to
setup tax appointments or salespeople trying to book intro or demo calls
3. Inter-company communication – Microsoft Teams, Slack, and others
enable workers to communicate and collaborate weather they are in the next
office over or across the globe. Enabling these chat tools allow employees to get
answers much quicker than email or phone calls permit.
4. File Sharing / Cloud Storage – Using a cloud storage or sharing solution
allows workers in any location to retrieve, edit, and produce company data.
These solutions cut the tie between the physical location and access to
company data. As long as the proper security is enabled this is a great way to
enable remote work.
Companies should be looking to enable as many of these and any other
identifiable productivity improvement because the ROI is usually exponential.
Employees are also grateful that companies are investing in maximizing their
productivity tools.

Staying in Front
We all want to send our prospects an email, postcard, flyer, or some other marketing and have them buy
from us. Unfortunately, we all know it isn’t that easy. When we send our campaigns only about 1-2% of the
prospects are looking to make a purchase for the products/services we sell. What do we do about the
other 98% of prospects? .
If you only send a one-time campaign, they will either promptly ignore your email, throw away your postcard, and ignore your call.
If you are in a professional services business or any industry where your client lifetime value is high you must add some drip
campaigns to your marketing efforts. These drip campaigns can be a newsletter, a scheduled email, quarterly postcards, or some
other ongoing communication. The goal of these campaigns is to keep your company in front of your prospects so when the time
comes and they either get upset at their current provider or need your services for the first time, your name is the only one topof-mind. The content of these communications shouldn’t be a constant sales message but content that your prospects want to
read. The content should be engaging and cover industry topics that they may be concerned about. Most importantly, doing it
makes your company standout over the 90% of your competitors that won't.
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BUDGETTING FOR IT: THE WHOLE
PICTURE
Marc Umstead
You understand the importance of creating and using
budgets for benchmarking company performance. How
can you properly budget for IT spend. IT spending has
evolved in recent years with the advent of subscription
licensing, leasing, and more necessary services. In this
article we will break the spending down into three parts:
subscriptions, hardware, and services.
Subscriptions often replace what used to be annual or multi-year software licensing agreements. Microsoft Office,
Adobe, and many more software license costs are now sold as a monthly subscription. The subscriptions costs are stable with
pricing changes only once a year if that. This helps keep the cost assumptions constant and predictable. These subscriptions
are also usually sold per user so your incremental cost of hiring a new employee is also predictable.
Hardware is probably the most overlooked part of IT budgeting. If you aren’t using leasing, financing, or newer “as-aservice” offerings your hardware costs will fluctuate. Your Managed Services Provider should continually provide you a fiveyear hardware replacement schedule. Computers do not last forever and often need to be replaced for users to take
advantage of faster and improved components. We typically recommend that computers are replaced every five years and
physical servers are replaced every five to six years. We find that computers start to lag and generate more support calls
around the five-year mark. If correctly done a hardware replacement schedule can be created to spread the cost of replacing
hardware over a period. There are also leasing, financing, and even subscription options for hardware that can create a
predictable monthly cost without having to make larger investments at one time.
We categorize services as your IT support costs. This may include management, cyber security, and your support
costs. Your Managed Services Provider may offer different service plans that include different levels of services and support.
Some of those plans may include certain support services so your service spend is more predictable. If you select a lower cost
plan you may have to pay out of pocket for service calls which in turn can create a more fluctuating services bill.
Companies should also consider if they have any short- or long-term IT projects that may affect their budget. Migrating
solutions to the cloud, moving offices, or moving to a new software package are all projects that may want to be budgeted for
in advance. Budgets don’t have to be exact but doing an imperfect budget is better than not doing one at all.

is Here!

Windows 11 was released on Oct 5th. We are still recommending that anyone using
software for their work, check with the software manufacturer before updating. Also check
with your Managed Services provider before upgrading any equipment so they can ensure
you won’t have any issues upon upgrading. Once you have the all-clear to upgrade, these
are some features you may enjoy.
1.Windows 11 allows to the download and use of Android apps
2.Widgets. – It is a customizable feed of information on the side of the pc such as weather, calendar and a to-do list
3.Microsoft Teams is now more integrated with the operating system, making chats easier
4.Multiple Desktops – Now you can create separate virtual desktops depending on tasks. You may want a different desktop for work and
personal use with different icons or wallpapers.
5.Snap layouts – Probably the best new feature for productivity is the ability to better “snap” different apps to different sections of your
screen. This allows for enhanced productivity typically reserved for people with multiple monitors.
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Need a Level? Use your phone!

If you need to hang a picture, you don’t need to grab a level — your phone can do it for you.
Open the Measure app, then tap Level on the bottom right.
The level will appear on the screen and is ready to use.
On an Android:
Open the Google app or your browser and search for “bubble level.”
Use it just like you would a normal level, placing it on a surface.

Always double check with your Managed Services
Provider before installing any new Programs or
Updates.

Christmas Cocktail
A fruity blend of elderflower and cranberry, this is a vibrant,
uplifting drink that’ll keep the party going late into the night.

Ingredients:
1 1/2 ounce vodka
1/2 ounce elderflower
liqueur
1 1/2 ounce cranberry juice
1/2 ounce simple syrup
Cranberries
Mint leaves
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Prepare the Garnish: Crush
graham cracker in a Ziploc bag, or
food processor, until it resembles
sand. Stir in the cinnamon and
sugar. Line the rim of a martini
glass with maple syrup (I used a
thick napkin to apply syrup).
Dip/roll in the cracker mix. Set
aside.
Prepare the Martini: In a cocktail
shaker, combine the ice and
remaining cocktail ingredients.
Shake vigorously until shaker
chilled to the touch.
Serve: Strain and pour cocktail
into the prepared martini glass.
Garnish with cinnamon stick and
nutmeg. Enjoy!

